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Abstract
Human brain visualizes and anticipates the future situations to achieve balance for
survival. Brain decides, plans and acts in the present situations according to the
distance ratio between simple reality and the desired situations. This function has
caused human to desire and make an imminent environment and behavior which I
have named them “uniform of mind”. Throughout many years in order to survive,
human beings have been struggling to make imminent situations in case of
providing food, making a family, acquiring awareness, etc. Despite all their efforts,
many unforeseen variables such as Coronavirus (COVID-19) change imminent
situations to possible situations in reality and consequently humans are trapped in
a dilemma of choosing either of the following two approaches. One is tolerating
Time Turmoil until making a new imminent situation is possible and the other is
returning to the natural brain function which is visualizing and anticipating the
future situations to achieve balance for survival.
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1. Introduction
Alan Mathison Turing was an English mathematician, computer scientist, logician,
cryptanalyst, philosopher, and theoretical biologist who ran a probable life but
when he was mandated to run a predicted lifestyle he suffered from depression
and eventually committed suicide.
Throughout history, there are countless examples of probable people who have
been forced to be imminent ones and none have been in better condition than Alan
Turing.
Cognitively speaking, it is necessary to shed light on the concept of probable and
imminent person. A probable person’s brain visualizes and predicts the present and
the future via the concepts related to past situations stored in his memory and at

the moment decides, plans, and acts in order to reach balance considering the gap
between the present reality and the desired reality. However, an imminent person
replaces the probable processes of prediction of the brain with the hypothetical
and desirable situations that society has created in the form of conventional
concepts and stereotypes and decides, plans and acts accordingly.
After human faced COVID-19, they were forced by the virus to change many aspects
of their lifestyle. The old question has been on the table and societies need the
answer to survive. Either looking for any possible treatments to get back to the very
same old imminent situations or changing and getting back to natural brain
functions to make their own desired situations are two probable approaches one
can take.
In this article, Uniform Theory and Time Turmoil are being explained and then
accordingly predictions of COVID-19 side effects on society and individuals related
to time turmoil are made.

2. Uniform Theory
Following "Exaptation of Theory of Mind" (Meysam Iranpanah 2020), the new
suggested definition of Theory of Mind is the ability to understand situations and
achieve reality in the past, present, and future in oneself and others.
According to this definition, human beings have been making and developing a
function to ensure their survival which is suggested to be named “Uniform of
Mind.”
Uniform of Mind is a series of acts to pursue the genuine beliefs in some operations
which attribute to imminent survival that have been made by an individual or
groups. These operations profile flawless characters which would enable
individuals to survive in any situations. There have been many instances of Uniform
of Mind in human life, but take homosexuality as an example.
As it has been mentioned earlier Alan Mathison Turing was a sheer example of
probable and imminent person who suffered the side effect of society’s uniform of
mind regarding sexual desires. The footprint of this uniform and its side effect are
traceable in the Turing test, originally called the “imitation game”. In that test

which was introduced by Turing in his 1950 paper "Computing Machinery and
Intelligence", Turing asked a query about Computing Machinery intelligence but
made it in gender-related context to society’s uniform of mind and deception.
Turing assumed when the computer was able to deceive others about the gender
then it could be called intelligent. Using his opinion about intelligence after he
couldn't deceive the society about his gender, intelligence is over for him.
Turing case and other situations related to gender show us the distance between
theory of mind and uniform of mind and the side effects of these imminent
situations which humans have been making and developing.
Human beings have always been making and developing a uniform of mind to
ensure their survival. But in reality when humans face probable unforeseen
situations, they are on the horns of a dilemma of choosing either of two the
approaches. One is tolerating Time Turmoil until making a new imminent situation
is possible and the other is returning to the natural brain function which is
visualizing and anticipating the future situations to achieve balance for survival.
3. Time turmoil
Theory of mind and Uniform of mind are mentioned as brain functions to earn
survival. But the question is how can human brain do it?
In theory of mind human brain understands situations and achieves reality in the
past, present, and future in oneself and others. Then according to the distance
between present situation and the ideas that one supposes necessary to their
survival, brain decides what to do next in probable situations since this brain
function does not drive human to perceive and expect life as an imminent event.
But in uniform of mind human brain, according to beliefs of some operations
leading to imminent survival which have been being made by an individual or
groups, decides what to do next. If these operations face unforeseen variables
which are threatening survival in life, the whole process will be drawn until
operation architect can fix variables’ effects to survival or explain the variable to
make new operations and propose them to individuals as a replacement of the
previous operations. Until then, individuals face mental revolt, which hereby is
named time turmoil.

Time turmoil is defined by losing continuity of time and recognition of inability to
imminently survive in future. In this situation human brain is not able to trace
future survival map. In many mental disorders such as depression, Schizophrenia,
etc. time turmoil is apparent. This situation possibly results in ruining an individual
and society as there will be many individuals and a society that has no
understanding of their own self-future survival.
4. Coronavirus (COVID-19)
Coronavirus (COVID-19) is a powerful and profound biological variable which has
emerged in human life. This variable could directly affect human survival. In spite
of enormous death rate and other aspects of the infection, it has had dramatic
effects on social behavior such as social distancing, economy etc.
Human brain is able to understand the world, make actions and plans and solve
problems by incorporating all available information. Perception, enables human
brain to achieve an image of the world then by using other functions such as
emotions and memory, human will be able to think about future, predict future,
calculate the next move and eventually make a plan. All these processes are
possible with theory of mind Including understanding past, present and future
situations.
Considering some of human brain abilities and many critical changes in almost all
aspects of the world due to COVID-19, people are expected to understand new
situations and make new plans and switch behavior to survive. Although there are
people who resist practicing the protocols. Although the possible reasons
remained opaque.
Before COVID-19 world had many imminent situations with benefits. Humans had
routines which made them believe that their survival had been guaranteed.
But after COVID-19 step by step the society needs to change imminent situations
because this new variable unlike the concept of homosexual desires is able to
destroy human lives directly and more people are involved in it. The guarantee of
the imminent situations has already vanished and now everyone is facing the same
dilemma that is illustrated earlier.
On one hand we can use the theory of mind to process and understand the present
situation and profile the probable futures to achieve the behavior which leads to
survival. If people had done so, we wouldn’t have observed any resistance toward
practicing the protocols but we have witnessed people’s tendency to the other

choice which is the imminent situation. Regarding Turing’s case, the intelligence
here comes to an end for those who have chosen the imminent situation.
On the other hand, people and the society who have chosen the imminent situation
need the government as an architect to find a solution which leads to the previous
imminent situation (such as a vaccine or herd immunity) or make a new imminent
situation. Until before the architect comes up with a solution, people would suffer
the time turmoil, that’s exactly when they are in extreme need a/some “uniform of
mind”.
5. Conclusion
According to all above, the following processes and concepts are recommended as
a new field of study in human brain and mind: “uniform of mind”, “time turmoil”
and “the concepts of imminent person and probable person”. This new field of
study is going to help us have a better understanding and prediction of human
behavior, and have a new approach toward artificial intelligence, mental treatment
and education.
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